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Fujitsu’s Cloud Identity & Security service delivers a comprehensive set of connected services that allow 
your employees the mobility to work anywhere, on any device, without sacrificing the security of your 
business data – the lifeblood of your business. Designed with Microsoft’s Enterprise Mobility + Security 
(EM+S) suite of products at the core, our services can set the foundation for you to safely move your 
Modern Workspace to the cloud. Using an employee-first approach and clear business classification and 
rules for simplified adoption, allow us to secure your identity, device and data in the borderless world of 
mobile working. 

Identity & Access Management 
Delivering simple but secure identity & access 
management, designed for ease of use across cloud-based 
and on premise services and applications. With options for 
conditional risk based access & privileged identity 
management to take you to the next level of confidence. 

Threat Protection
Delivering threat detection and threat protection, we 
enable the protection of your devices, email and data from 
vulnerabilities including zero-day exploits.

Information Protection 
Allowing our customers to collaborate more securely by 
defining who can access data and what they can do with it, 
no matter where they are based. With options to step up 
into on premise files and automated rule sets, we can 
protect your data wherever it flows. 

Secure Device Management 
Fujitsu’s Secure and Device Management Service will 
provide a simple and secure way for users to access 
applications and data from a variety of devices

Fujitsu Cloud Identity & Security Fujitsu’s Cloud Identity & Security Services (EM+S)
With a trend towards “cloud-first” and the pervasiveness of 
location-independent workstyles, a growing range of 
information assets now reside in external cloud services (such 
as your Microsoft 365 applications) and your devices may 
never come into your offices again for update - inviting a 
whole new landscape of risk: And we are all conscious that in 
today’s world it is likely it is not “if” you will be hacked, but 
“when” – but will you know it? 

Even if your cloud-provider offers great security options, the 
complexity of your own environment adds layers that could 
prove to be an Achilles heel. Providing you visibility across 
your Modern Workplace, Fujitsu’s Cloud Identity & Security 
services mitigates your risks with 24x7 fully managed and 
monitored services including threat intelligence and 
information protection options. By intelligently assessing your 
environment and using machine-learning to identify unusual 
or risky user behaviours, our security consultants are able to 
assist your business with advice on how to manage security in 
a borderless environment, allowing you to be fully-protected 
and get the most out of your cloud investment.  



■ By using encryption, single sign-on, biometrics and classifications, we help
you lessen the demand on your employees to comply with all security rules.
This allows them to work where they want without security compliance.
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Improve Security

Improved User Experience 

Improved Productivity

■ A service built for a cloud-first world. Experience a higher level of security
than is typically available from a more traditional implementation. With
automated tools and machine learning applied, the service removes the need
for your employees to worry about security decisions, making this a better
outcome.

■ The tools we use allow for greater insight in how, where and what your
employees are doing. Delivering insights into both your employee’s
behaviour as well as work productivity.

Why Fujitsu?

Benefits

With the flexibility and freedom to choose at your fingertips, 
Fujitsu provides options for customers to start at a base level, 
and to match grow your security position as each risk is 
identified – and mitigated. Using Fujitsu, we can help you 
through the configuring your environment to be secure – and 
user friendly. 

Managing your Risk
Microsoft EM+S services are continually evolving and 
expanding – and it can be hard to keep up. With the wealth of 
knowledge you will gain from the continual threat assessment 
of your environment, it is important to have a partner who can 
not only monitor your services 24x7, but have the experience 
on what are real risks and what can be managed. In a world 
that is constantly changing with new threats every day, Fujitsu 
can help keep your environment safe with not only a security 
monitoring and response service, but our automation first 
approach to mitigating those risks in the first place. 

Securing your Devices
In today’s world with your staff selecting multiple devices to 
manage their work, providing a holistic approach to their 
management is a must. Fujitsu uses Microsoft’s Intune as part 
of a connected approach to unified endpoint management, 
ensuring your data is secure regardless of device type, 
location or ownership. Talk to us about to reduce your costs 
and improve your security today. 
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Enhancing your Security – whilst Simplifying the Experience
With the focus on Windows 10 and Office 365, the EM+S suite of 
products within Microsoft 365 often gets overlooked when 
designing a modern workplace. The EM+S services provide a 
range of capabilities that extend from simply securing devices or 
protecting devices and data, to user behaviour analysis that 
continually enhance via machine learning, these could be 
considered a priority. In fact implemented well it allows 
organisations to move the conversation from Windows 10 and 
Office 365, to protecting applications, data, identity and even 
the overall environment using modern security features.   

At Fujitsu we believe in building Cloud Identity and Security 
services as the foundation of your platform; extending the 
protection this affords across your environment. But more 
importantly, by building in business rules, automated 
classification and using features such as biometrics and always-
on access, security becomes so integrated into the solution it is 
no longer a concern for your employees.

For example, using facial recognition to logon means your 
employees have easy, fast access to their device and data – and 
don't have the worry of a password. By implementing AAD drive 
single sign-on for one click access to apps. Want your staff to be 
mobile and secure? Add-on conditional access with mobile-
enabled multi-factor authentication along with always on VPN, 
to simplify secure connectivity but without compromising 
security. In fact there are many solutions that will allow you to 
automate security and enhance the employee experience. 
Fujitsu can help you work out what is best for your organisation.

Planning your Change
For our customers, it is often a question of how do I take that 
first step? We can walk you through our considered approach, 
starting with your business priorities, your security requirements 
and the employee experience you seek. We have created a 
foundational approach to implementing Cloud Identity & 
Security services, offering different security postures to meet 
organisations security policies, determining how to best 
consider your data and security environment, and the diverse 
needs of your teams. 

Fujitsu is one of a handful of Global System Integration 
partners with Microsoft, meaning we get insight and access 
available to few. Our wealth of experience delivering Modern 
Workplace services around the globe means we can provide 
real-life knowledge and experience to our customers. Using 
this experience, we help you realise the full value of your 
Microsoft 365 services with advisory, design and deployment 
services to bring your business strategy to fruition. Let us 
simplify the complexity of your world. 




